
Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) is
the Web browser of choice for well
over 90%1 of desktop computer

users, and chances are, it’s on your computer as
well. But is it truly chosen, or is it simply there
as a result of ubiquity and Microsoft’s marketing
practices? I’ll leave that for the courts to decide.
Still, it is pre-installed on most windows PCs,
and many non-technical users are literally
unaware of available alternatives. Even profes-
sionals use it simply because, as climber George
Mallory said of Mount Everest, “It’s there.”

Is Microsoft’s browser the superior product?
Although the current version of Internet Explorer
is very good, it may not be the best choice for
many individuals and organizations. If you need
privacy or security, or have specific enterprise-
wide deployment needs, it may in fact be a poor
choice. Are you responsible for Web site design?
Are you entrusted with security of your Web
site’s visitors? Then you may feel hamstrung by
Internet Explorer’s frequent proprietary stan-
dards and misuse of accepted HTML practices.

In my case, when browsing on the job, I’m
seeking information such as a white paper or
urgent technical solution. When the pressure
is on and IE is busy navel-gazing it can seem
like an eternity to get the answers I need. I
want speed!

When researching complex issues on multi-
ple Web sites, comparing and organizing
information, IE presents such a cluttered inter-
face that it makes the job more difficult. Then
there are those times when IE’s vast number of
security holes make me worry and wary. Oh,
and don’t forget the heavy memory and disk
requirements of IE.

So, in the spirit of open-minded explo-
ration, let’s take a look this month at some
alternatives. If you are a Linux or other alter-
native platform user, you are doubtless already
aware of many browser choices, so this article
is aimed at Windows users.

MOZILLA

Netscape has many virtues and is an obvi-
ous alternative browser with many fans. Alas,
Netscape as a commercial product has largely
‘lost the war’.2 Nevertheless, Netscape’s tech-
nology lives on in the parallel open-source
browser “Mozilla.” A large, dedicated group
of volunteer programmers soldier on with the
free, open-source browser, adding features far
beyond those of any commercial product.

Mozilla is a complete suite of Internet utili-
ties; mail, chat and a page editor are among its
elements. Of the batch of applications I’m
reviewing here, it is the only one capable of
replacing IE entirely. Its interface feels like an
old friend to the many who have cut their
Internet teeth on Netscape.

On the downside, some may find its inter-
face cluttered and busy, and it is the largest
install of this browser roundup. It is also a
work in progress with many features that are
incomplete or behave in unpredictable ways.

OPERA

Opera is another truly stand-alone browser.
This product of Norway is very elegant and
extremely fast. By some counts, it is now the
third most popular browser, and deservedly
so. Unfortunately, some of this speed comes
from avoiding widely used (but nonetheless
technically dubious) proprietary HTML stan-
dards. Therefore, the biggest downfall of
Opera is the fact that it does not always ren-
der pages correctly.

In my opinion, IE-compatibilty is the red
herring of the Web. The fact that Opera some-
times renders badly written pages incorrectly
(or pages written to proprietary standards)
means little to me. Even pages that display
incorrectly are usually perfectly readable and
useable but merely deny resume-boosting Web

designers their artistic vision. Still, there are
times when you simply cannot view a page if
using Opera as your browser.

The other shortcoming of Opera is the $39
price tag. It’s a tough sell when so many
browsers are free, as Microsoft has correctly
surmised. But for heavy Web users, it may be
worth the price. Opera may be had for free if
you are willing to accept an unobtrusive ad-
banner display.

Returning to the positives, Opera has excellent
cookie and privacy control, terrific multi-language
support and good Web kiosk and lockdown
features. It is less resource-intensive than IE
and runs nicely on older PCs. It is a polished
product with sophisticated display features
and fresh approaches to the user interface,
including outstanding keyboard navigation.

Opera has big plans—aiming at markets
such as PDA and cellular phone browsers—
and definitely merits watching.

OFF BY ONE

This oddly named browser, our last stand-
alone, is a personal favorite. You may wonder
why, since it is, let’s be blunt, ugly and limited
in features. So why do I like it? Because it fits
on a floppy. Imagine how useful this is for
system troubleshooting or installs. If you can
get a PC to boot off a CD or minimal system,
you can browse. For reading HTML help files
or manuals Off By One can’t be beat.

Naturally, this compactness comes at a
price: there is no Java support (which has the
benefit of making pop-ups almost impossible),
and Off By One is certainly not pretty.

These are small complaints. It is a stand-
alone application and needs no install, never
leaves any persistent user data behind, and
provides some nice text and file find features.
I consider this one to be a permanent part of
my software PC first-aid kit.
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HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT, TOO

Now we turn to a group of browsers that use IE’s core components
at their heart. You must have IE installed to use these browsers, but they
provide what may be the best of both worlds—better speed, interfaces
and control than IE provides and superior compatibility with IE-only
Web pages. They all follow the tabbed-interface model, which trans-
formed my Web browsing. After all, the very nature of the Web means
you will start with a simple question only to find many related pages
you need to scan for information.

All these applications feature tabbed-windows and grouping. You can
group related Web pages under one single-click menu item. For example,
if you are watching ten separate job-listing sites, each listing page opens
on a separate tab. This feature also allows you to compare information
between tabbed pages, or view them all at once in a tiled form.

They also all feature quick access to heavily used security and dis-
play settings, which in IE require clicking through several “advanced”
preference tabs. In addition, each of these browsers features pop-up fil-
ters and cookie-control.

NETCAPTOR

NetCaptor is the most polished of the IE-dependent browsers. The
$29 price of the browser might account for this, but the browser could
easily pay for itself in time saved.

Useful features in NetCaptor include address tools such as instant
WHOIS lookups directly from the viewed page. The browser also allows
URL-alias input (a one- or two- letter shortcut you assign to your most
frequently visited pages) and specific URL-blocking (to stop the annoy-
ing and ubiquitous “spy camera” ads, for example). Finally, NetCaptor
has a useful auto-refresh setting that is handy for frequent updating of
breaking news stories or auctions, and it has good search features.

I found no serious downsides to NetCaptor. I was disappointed by
the somewhat weak cookie-control compared to the free browsers
below, but I still think it is a good value for ‘power-browsing.’

AVANT BROWSER

This attractive browser features an XP styled interface that uses
skins, useful page tiling features and unique mouse “gestures” for page
navigation. It has good built-in search tools and uses the system tray,
making for fast launches. It is also free, although the author gladly
accepts donations for his efforts. It is not as adept at pop-up blocking
as I’d like, but is a good choice all around.

CRAZY BROWSER

Crazy Browser is a sparer alternative to NetCaptor or Avant Browser.
That simplicity can be excused perhaps, because Crazy Browser is true
freeware. It has a superior pop-up killer, which tracks pop-ups killed
and performs better than NetCaptor or Avant Browser. On my system,
CrazyBrowser has killed over 250 pop-ups in just one month.

Security settings on Crazy Browser are very granular and customiz-
able. One handy touch: external tools (any application or command)
can be linked to the menu bar, allowing quick access to a network
diagnostic application or other server utilities, for example.

I have had a few bug issues, but the author is hard at work updating
the product.

LYNX

Archaic by some standards, I still can’t resist including Lynx in the
spotlight. Lynx transformed my Internet use in the early 90’s. It seemed
so elegant compared the linemode browsing commonplace in those
primitive days.

Lightning-fast and useable on the oldest of systems, Lynx is still my
browser of choice for pure text browsing. It is also very useful for the
visually handicapped. Is this a step backwards in the Web experience?
Perhaps as a book is to a movie, Lynx presents information on the Web
in its purest form—text.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineer-
ing in the early 80’s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support
early PCs, networks and embedded systems. Later, he became interested in
graphics and publishing as full-time network administrator in the publishing
field. Jim holds several industry certifications and specializes in support of
multi-platform environments.
1http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp OR
http://www.thecounter.com/stats/2002/December/browser.php
2As above
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Do you have a favorite browser that I left out? Do you have other shareware
spotlight ideas? I welcome your e-mail at jimj@naspa.com!

Visit the NaSPA shareware library section “Shareware Spotlight” for all
the applications discussed in this column.
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